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Islam hasn't ever been within the world's information up to it truly is now, first and foremost of
the Concept of Islam twenty-first century. but it continues to be the main misunderstood of
religions, obvious rather within the West as a fanatical religion of jihad and fatwa. Khalid Perwez
takes us again to the phrases of the Quran itself to right our incorrect views, revealing Islam in
its unique purity and simplicity. this can be additionally a user's handbook for these already in
Islam, revealing the historical past of the faith's doctrines and the proper technique to realize
them, particularly the 5 Pillars which are Islam's so much crucial foundation. Khalid Perwez was
once born within the recognized urban of Lahore in Pakistan, famous for magnate history,
Concept of Islam writers, artists and political personalities. in the course of collage he wrote for
the varsity journal and in addition pronounced for THE SUNDAY POST, a weekly newspaper in
Karachi, Pakistan. After finishing his studies, he got here to The United Arab Emirates, known
as the Trucial States within the sixties. From the U.A.E. he travelled to the nation of Bahrain, an
island close to Saudi Arabia, and represented THE exchange CHANNEL, an international
recognized company journal of the Netherlands protecting Bahrain, Qatar and The United Arab
Emirates. Islamic journal of Karachi, Pakistan, and started writing for Urdu newspapers of
Pakistan. in the course of nearly Concept of Islam thirty-five years within the U.A.E., Perwez
completely studied the advancements and difficulties Muslims face within the center East and
different countries, and regularly felt an urge to Concept of Islam assemble a booklet from which
Muslims, in addition to new converts to Islam, may possibly search tips to unravel quite a few
difficulties and achieve precious info
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